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UV Filter for DJI Air 2S PGYTECH P-16B-060
Are you looking for a way to get even better quality images taken with your DJI Air 2S? Try the PGYTECH brand UV filter, which blocks
blue  light  and  provides  fantastic  results.  The  product  is  made  from  premium  German  SCHOTT  glass  and aviation  aluminum,  so  it's
incredibly  lightweight  yet  durable.  Special  protective  coatings  protect  it  from  dirt  and  damage.  The  filter  is  also  easy  to  install  and
features a perfect fit for the DJI Air 2S.
 
Highest image quality
Creating stunning aerial photography may be easier than you think. Made from repeatedly ground and polished SCHOTT glass, the UV
filter prevents UV rays from entering the lens. It also blocks blue light, so you can easily eliminate unwanted blue or whitish tones from
your photos. This product is therefore ideal for capturing open areas such as seascapes and vast fields. The filter will also help you avoid
unwanted reflections, while maintaining vivid, natural colors.
 
Forget about cleaning problems
The  product  is  surprisingly  durable  and  easy  to  maintain.  It's  coated  with  a  2-sided,  multi-layer  nano-coating  that  repels  water  and
grease, so you can easily keep it clean. The filter is also scratch-resistant. It will serve you perfectly for a long time.
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Made for DJI Air 2S
Concerned that the accessory will overload your drone and affect flight quality? Don't be! The filter weighs just 1.8g. The frame made of
CNC aerospace aluminum gives it incredible lightness and strength at the same time. It is also distinguished by resistance to corrosion.
The product is also perfectly matched to the DJI Air 2S. It will not disturb its balance and will allow you to enjoy a smooth, exciting flight.
 
Brand
PGYTECH
Name
DJI Air 2S Filter (Professional)
Model
P-16B-060
Material
Aluminum, optical glass
Net weight
1.8g
Dimensions
29x23.5x4.1mm
Filter effect
Lens protection/block UV light
Effect on Colors
Neutral/Flat
Suitable for
DJI Air 2S

Preço:

€ 19.50

Drones, Acessórios, DJI, Mavic, Air 2s
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